[Mutation scanning of short amplicons: optimization of DNA melting conditions].
High resolution melting analysis (HRMA) using special "saturating" fluorescent dyes is a new and very effective approach to genotyping and mutation scanning. HRMA, which is carried out usually just after PCR without any intermediate manipulations (the "closed tube" format), is simple and high-throughput method excluding sample cross-contaminations. The "closed tube" format makes, however, HRMA dependent on PCR mixes and, as such, limits its capability. The "open tube" format (post-PCR amplicon shortening and optimization of the ionic medium) proposed by us earlier, although somewhat more laborious, significantly increases sensitivity of the method and makes it possible to scan mutations in the short amplicons using conventional SYBR Green I dye and a standard (not adapted specifically for HRMA) real-time PCR instrument. Detection of mutant K-RAS in DNA of clinical specimens (tumor tissues, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples) reveals equal, at least, sensitivity of this method as compared with the HRMA and much higher as compared with Sanger sequencing. The problem of false-negative results in mutation scanning of K-RAS, which is highly important in some forms of cancer, is discussed.